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ELECTROCOATING IS GREEN!

Unlike typical paint products and other liquid coatings, e-coating uses no solvents. There are
virtually no harmful VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) out-gassing into the environment from an
electro-coating plant. This not only makes the work environment healthier, it also minimizes the
impact on the environment to help OEMs and other discerning manufacturers or assemblers add to
their list of environmentally friendly processes.
Traditional liquid and spray painting causes considerable overspray that is difficult, if not impossible,
to collect and recycle. In e-coating, paint resins are suspended in a chemical bath that is mostly
water. There is no overspray and almost no waste. Even as the parts are rinsed, the excess resins
are reclaimed and recycled into the electro-coat bath—a closed system.
Part of being green is making products last longer. E-coating delivers better corrosion protection
than conventional paint because its charged-particle, full-immersion process coats the surface of
parts on a molecular level that is far more thorough than spraying.
E-coating is exceptional for complex products. It conforms to multifaceted parts and maintains
designed specifications of coating thickness without runs or drips. This is especially valuable for
coating the inside surfaces of parts, deep recesses, weld marks and fasteners. More parts within
spec translate to less waste as well.
Heavy metal-free coatings and ultralow volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are available, which
gives the process environmental advantages. The process is also OSHA compliant.

BEAUTY AND THE GREASE

INTERVIEW WITH STAFF
MEMBER
Maria Dinis
Administrator
Q: What is it like working
at Electrocoat?
It is very pleasant and we
have a great team that
absorbs the pressure that I
am sure every member of a
supply chain faces daily.
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Today, Angelique Adcock the MD and owner
of Electrocoat, knows what it means to
get her hands dirty and how to roll up the
sleeves in her 12 step electro-coating plant where regulating the oven to XXXX degrees
centigrade or cleaning paint troughs is just as
much par for the course as is negotiating with
clients and ensuring profitability.

Q: What does this environment teach
you?
I can say that in the 14 months I have been
working at Electrocoat I have definitely grown
not only as a person but have learned a lot
about the automotive industry in particular
- as this is one of our larger customer
segments. I am constantly stretched out of
my comfort zone and I truly appreciate that.
Q: To what extent does a supply chain
member like Electrocoat regard Customer
Service and practically what does
customer service mean to you in your
daily activity?
At Electrocoat we offer a high standard
of quality and a professional service, and
that is what our customers have come to
appreciate.

Despite her capable factory and boardroom
demeanour in another life, she was crowned
Mrs Port Elizabeth in 2015.
“I do want to make a contribution where I live
and that is what motivated me, she says of a
contest that was also largely decided on that
criteria.

ELECTROCOAT IN THE
NEWS
Click below to see recent media covering of
our company in MechChemAfrica.....
http://www.crown.co.za/images/LatestNews/
MechChemAfrica/Electrocoating_success_
for_PE-based_family_business.pdf

As an administrator, customer service
means going above and beyond to keep the
customer happy, answering any questions or
issues they might have with a positive and a
polite attitude.
Q: If you were to describe Electrocoat as
a vehicle what vehicle would you describe
it as and why?
It must be a luxury vehicle as those are
associated with excellence in quality and
service delivery. They are reliable and
trustworthy - like us, I think, but I am not going
to mention brands in case I offend a client :)
Q: What are your interests - outside of
work?
Well, I love the outdoors and being by the
sea, it is my favourite and happy place to
be and I love spending time with family and
friends.

100% OWNERSHIP

Angelique Adcock has become the sole owner of Electrocoat, following the passing of Joe Bloem.
Joe Bloem – who had recently retired – passed away in March, leaving the family legacy and his
share of the company in the safe hands of his daughter and the company’s managing director, who
is now a 100% shareholder.
Managing all aspects of the business is not new to Angelique, who had been the MD of the
company for six years, overwhich time Joe had gradually reduced his involvement. She has taken
on the role of engaging with clients and her customer oriented approach has seen the company
report strong growth.
“My father was an engineering mastermind but his customer approach was a little rough”, she
laughs.
“The technical team and I, have been well trained and while we miss him, the business continues to
grow and the future has a very positive outlook.’’

ELECTROCOAT TAKES GREAT JOY IN COATING
Electrocoat takes great joy in coating - whether
the parts are automotive components or rather
irregular. We are finding that clients across all
sectors are turning to the benefits provided
by our unmatched turnaround times and
electrocating process.
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